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“I’ve been in Silicon Valley since the late 1990’s and
it’s clearly become an increasingly complex and
sophisticated ecosystem to operate in. For instance,
technical product stories, while vital to an overall
narrative, are no longer the primary focus. Instead,
it’s about how the features and capabilities of the
technology impact the markets and industries it is
deployed in. This is where the story starts. And that’s
where SHIFT comes in. We help make your audiences
appreciate the nuances of what you have built and
to help increase visibility for your brand and people.”
— Alan Dunton, Managing Director Technology, SHIFT Communications
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The Current Moment:
Defined by Opportunity
With the roll out of the Covid 19 vaccine,
the world is beginning to reopen.
The disruptions caused by Covid-19 have created
ecosystems and marketplaces defined by incredible
opportunity. Pent-up consumer demand and dollars
are expected to drive growth across sectors. For
companies looking to fundraise, the expectations are

higher valuations, international partnerships and brand
boost — unlocks another level of possibilities. It is the
world’s largest economy and the largest consumer
market — in 2020, U.S. venture capital investments
amounted to approximately U.S. $130 billion. B2B
companies will find U.S. customers have the world’s
largest IT spending pools (nearly $1 trillion projected
by 2022).

also incredibly positive. Despite the pandemic, 2020

This level of opportunity, however, also means that

was a record year for the U.S. venture capital industry

the U.S. is an exceedingly competitive market, as both

— a trend that is expected to continue.

domestic and globally grown businesses vie for the

It’s an incredibly exciting time for global brands and
internationally based high-growth startups to be
launching, growing and fundraising in the U.S. market.
The UnitedStates remains the highest return and most

attention of would-be investors, customers, acquirers
and mindshare. It’s why the U.S. market requires a
unique public relations (PR) and communications
strategy to be able to break through the noise and
leverage the opportunities.

opportunity-dense marketplace in the world due to the
amount of investment and consumer capital available,
and the ripple effect that success in the U.S. brings —
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Welcome to The U.S.:
What’s Your Story?
“Success in the U.S. marketplace depends on a powerful and consistent
brand story. Keep in mind that you are new in the market – and it’s the
story you tell about the problem you are solving that will shape your
market position, the community of validators that support you and
the talent that comes to work with you.”
— Reva Seth, Global Advisor, SHIFT Communications

Once a leadership team decides to move forward

What is PR? And Why Does It Matter?

on a strategy to enter the U.S. — the PR and

Earned media, also known as “coverage,” is only one

strategic communications component must
become a priority.

part of a PR or strategic communications program.
The better way to understand PR is as the function in
your business that actively manages the stories of your
company, mission, impact and team by engaging and

Failing to do so, is one of the most common — and costly

influencing the audiences and stakeholders needed to

— mistakes that companies make.

move the business forward and to the next stage.

A successful market entry is entirely contingent on the

As a new brand, business or product, this is how you

story told about the company and brand. The story

become known — to funders, to customers and to the

becomes how the company is positioned in the market.

stakeholders that you need to achieve your growth

It shapes the relationship with customers, clients and

targets. A PR and strategic communications program

potential funders and frames how the brand and team

can include everything from talking to media, arranging

are perceived. All of this determines whether the sales or

briefings for analysts, creating thought leadership

fundraising goals will be met. This is about much more than

content, winning awards, speaking at events and

a press release. This is about how all your communications

conferences, running social media campaigns and

— from company narrative to website copy, LinkedIn pages

network activations to initiatives that help the business

and social media posts, media articles secured around your

and leadership have conversations that elevate the

company and emails to your network — comes together

brand and grow its reach or influence.

to shape customer and market perceptions, with initial
impressions that are both defining and lasting.
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The goal of PR is to build brand awareness and

billing software Chargebee, AdTech leader Criteo,

reputation which, in turn, will make sales easier,

crypto company Crypto.com, learning technology

quiet competitors and build a reputation as an

company Docebo, fintech companies ComplyAdvantage

industry expert and leader.

and Wise (formerly TransferWise), gaming company

It directly impacts the ability of your company to:

HUYA, omnichannel communications company
Mitto, digital customer experience innovator TELUS

•

Hire (and retain) top talent

international and web development company Wix.

•

Secure strategic market positioning

To round out our perspective, we spoke with leaders

•

Build brand buzz and trust

•

Drive customer acquisition

to do and understand about marketing, brand and

•

Get investor attention and interest

ecosystem. These include investors from GGV Captial,

•

Increase overall valuation

•

Secure partnerships

in the technology corridor for their insights and most
constructive feedback on what global teams need
storytelling in the U.S. market and financial and VC
GV Capital and Greylock Partners. senior leaders from
Infosys and Tata; trade organizations like TiE and
Indiapora, and the C100 among others.

Successfully breaking through in the U.S. requires a

These following five steps reflect their candid

dedicated investment and commitment — this is the

feedback on how global founders and international

world’s most competitive and sophisticated marketplace.

teams can be successful in the U.S. as well as SHIFT

And strong brand presence and narrative as well as

Communication’s deep expertise on helping global

a multichannel strategy is required to break through

brands and international high-growth tech companies

the noise. This is true regardless of sector, vertical or

launch, scale, list and grow in the U.S.

target customer.

How We Built This and Why

This playbook is not meant as comprehensive solution
or program but as a set of thoughts to help teams
kick off the strategic conversation and a guide to

We want to help global teams and founders be on the

frame how to think about the essential function

front foot of this incredible opportunity and to unlock

of communicating about your company.

the new levels of value, customer acquisition and
growth that the U.S. offers.
Our expertise is on building breakthrough programs to
help brands connect with people who matter most to
their business. We’ve developed and led programs that
supported the U.S. expansion for businesses including
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Step 1: Appreciate
the Differences
“In many ways doing business in the U.S. is easier than anywhere else
in the world – but actually succeeding in the U.S. is a different thing.
I think a lot of Canadian companies find telling their story successfully
in the U.S. market to be a challenge. The best ones are telling it like
they were always here.”
— Laura Buhler, Executive Director C100

One of the most common mistakes global teams
make when they launch or engage in the U.S., is
a sense of false familiarity. As one VC observed,
“... teams thinking they know the U.S. better

of target customers, or they do not retain top talent
because they fail to internally communicate in a
way that engages their teams. All of this is easily
preventable with an appreciation that different tools
and strategic approaches are required alongside the
support of local advisors and trusted guides to help

than they do has sunk more teams, products

navigate the local ecosystems.

and launches than most people realize.”

One example used by multiple interviewees was the
cultural differences around failure and how that shapes

The result is a failure to connect or fully realize on their

an ability to connect. While hiding or downplaying

potential because the founder and company does not

failure is more common in the rest of the world, Silicon

tell its story in a way that connects with its multiple

Valley has become defined for its focus on “failing

stakeholders: potential customers, investors, talent

fast” and “embracing failure” ethos. It’s a complete 180

and others pertinent to success.

from the rest of the world — and just one example of a

Often teams launching into the U.S. focus too much
on product instead of purpose and the experience

larger lesson: to appreciate the genuine and significant
cultural and communications differences between India
and the U.S.
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A Changed Country
The other caution is that even for leaders or teams

TELUS International: Talking About
What Matters in the Moment

that were once highly familiar with the U.S. market or
ecosystem, it is essential to highlight that the U.S. has
just been through a period of transformative change.

When TELUS International realized that pivoting

The impact of COVID-19, the economic, social and

50,000 employees to remote work during the

political divisions and volatility of 2020-2021 shifted

COVID-19 pandemic was causing a mental health

the country in very real ways. For instance, American

toll, they didn’t avoid it. They stepped into the

consumers, audiences, and institutional and financial

conversation on mental wellness, releasing a report on

stakeholders are all increasingly making decisions

the mental health and launching a media conversation

based on perceived and defined values.

and campaign on the issue, securing a high-profile

Activism, advocacy and social action are now a critical

feature story in Forbes.

component of corporate strategy, as they directly
shape brand value and influence consumer purchases,
as well as investor choices, media coverage, talent
acquisition, retention and valuation. Nearly all (94%)
of U.S. consumers now say it is important that the
companies they engage with have a strong purpose.
Few other markets see this level of expectation from
their customers. Being on the right side of issues and
aligning in a way that drives the business is essential
to U.S. success. Failing to understand these nuances
will impact how your message lands — and your brand
is perceived — as well as the value it has.
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Step 2: Invest in
Understanding Your
American Audiences
Whether you are entering the U.S. to reach
new customers and partnerships, raise a capital

Kimble: Building A Platform Around
“The No Vacation Nation”

round, or issue an initial public offering (IPO),
it is essential to:

Project management software vendor Kimble needed
to gain increased exposure into the consulting industry.
Market research found that most of Kimble’s target
buyers get their information in the business press,

Identify the audiences and stakeholders that you

and a research-driven earned media program tied

need to engage and influence to be successful, and

back to Kimble’s value prop could help it break through.
A creative campaign was built around The PTO Pressure
Report, creating national buzz and an ongoing stream

Get the data to really understand who they are
(versus who you think they are or who they were in
another marketplace).
In order to influence and engage your target audiences,

of mainstream coverage. The report gave Kimble a
prominent thought leadership platform to discuss
key challenges faced by their target customers and
continues to be covered by tier-1 media including 40+
articles, Tier-1 coverage in Bloomberg & Forbes.

you need to take a deep look at what they value, the
current challenges and trends in their work landscape
and what their priorities are. This is the only way to
be able to create conversations, content and products
that will authentically connect and engage them.
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Step 3: Shape
Your Stories
Engaging your key audiences is about crafting
and adapting your story for each group, so that
the content authentically speaks to each of
them. Therefore, it’s essential to first gather the
data and cultural insights into what they value
and how that motivates them.
The U.S. communications landscape is incredibly

This also means elevating your story, to be able to
join larger conversations that might not be directly
about your product or service but are complementary
or adjacent to it — in a way that builds a thought
leadership profile and creates compelling content that
communities will rally around. There are many ways to
achieve this, proprietary insights and data, executive
commentary on trends and major news in the industry,
high-impact product, customer and company growth
stories, and more.

sophisticated and requires nuance and incredible
creativity. Stories — on what your product does and
why it matters, not just for the customers but to
the world at large; why talent should join your team;

beqom: Tell A Purpose Story,
Not A Product Story

the founder why and journey; a mission — all this
needs to be part of a larger public conversation to
connect with stakeholders, customers, and investors.

Compensation management software company beqom

Product and feature stories are hard to come by in

was looking to raise its profile in the U.S. To break

the U.S., where media primarily focus on the largest

through with U.S. media and audiences, they needed

five to 10 technology companies. It is rare that a

to talk about something beyond their product. They

smaller company has enough of what media deems

stepped into one of the key workplace issues in the

“newsworthy” to warrant a consistent stream of

U.S. — gender pay inequality — and through owned

product- or company-centric media coverage, and

data and subject matter expertise became conversation

those stories alone will not unlock the kind of value,

leaders. This campaign drove over 100 press articles

engagement or community support that purpose-

and 22,000 social media shares of the coverage.

driven communications will. Stories that were
successful in other markets or ecosystems should
not be relied upon.
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Step 4: Build Your
Communities
“I’m extremely excited and optimistic about this wave of entrepreneurial talent
coming out of India and into the Valley. I’d encourage them to not be shy about
telling their story and promoting themselves — and to really leverage the wide
network and the deep community here that is looking to help.”
— AGK Karunakaran, President & CEO, MulticoreWare Inc, and President, TiE Silicon Valley

Building a community is essential to engaging
customers and users over the long term.

help open partnership doors and attract talent as well
as investments, and internal teams are some of the
underleveraged communities when it comes to brand

Community is also key to leapfrogging

and reach.

growth. These are the people and teams

This kind of engagement is essential in the U.S.,

that become trusted and effective brand

regardless of sector or product. As a new company,
community also provides validation, and referrals.

ambassadors for your company. They are the
ones that organically share reviews and positive
experiences as well provide the feedback and

GoDaddy: Building a SMB Audience
Through Expert Ambassadors

input to make your business better.
Community, however, means more than customers or

To solidify its position as the leading online success

users — an effective PR and strategic communications

platform for SMBs, GoDaddy wanted to build a global

strategy helps companies engage and activate their

(U.S., Canada, India and Australia) community of

different communities at various times. For instance,

SMB experts. A combination of blog and intentional

investors and consultants are a community that can

community building of 120+ writers, +65% increase
in content produced and +263% in blog traffic.
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Step 5: Choose
Your Channels
Today, an exceptional story, well told, can still
fall flat if it does not find its target. Its why
public relations is a craft that is equal parts art
and science. Mainstream media is one part of
that — but it is a component of a compelling laser

That said, earned media cannot or should not be relied
upon alone. Instead, it’s essential that new companies
build the channels that allow them to control their own
story (rather than wait for someone else to provide
a platform), and to be able to directly communicate
with the audiences that will shape their success.
This can be done in a number of ways and places,

targeted program that is focused on how to get

including:

the right message to the right people at precisely

•

YouTube, Instagram, Clubhouse)

the right time — and that looks at all channels
to do so.
Earned media remains an important validator and

•

Digital media campaigns

•

Owned content (blogs, reports, eBooks,
webinars, podcasts, newsletters)

channel — one of the most important, as a recent
study showed earned media is trusted by twice as
many people as paid advertising (92% vs 50%).
It is critical in supporting sales in two keyways. First,
it builds brand awareness and reputation by ensuring
a business shows up in the outlets key prospects are
reading. It quiets competitors by growing company
share of voice, making sure prospects think of (or find)

Social media (Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,

•

SEO optimization

•

Analysts & influencers

•

Advisory Councils

•

Targeted industry press

•

Thought leadership events & speaking programs

you first. Second, it supports lead generation. Earned
media drives interest in the company back to the
website for lead capture and retargeting.
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Be Easy to Find
As a new company in the marketplace, you need

Citrix: Deepening Audience Engagement
on Social Media

awareness and credibility. Whether you are selling
to individual customers or enterprises or pitching
to investors, it is essential to be easy to find and to

Citrix was looking to elevate its position as a leading

validate the business. For that reason, PR and strategic

digital workspace technology solution and to engage

communications play an essential role in market

audiences more deeply and to do this, SHIFT built

entry and growth.

organic creative campaigns that led to meaningful

It can be overwhelming to know where and how to
focus attention and resources, but local advisory
can help both identify the channels and build profile
among them.

interaction and drove this with hundreds of highly
targeted paid campaigns to create meaningful
pathways to conversation. These efforts have led to
29% audience growth, 60.3 paid campaign actions
and over 300,000 sessions to landing pages.
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Go Forward
Considerations
The U.S. is the world’s most capital and opportunity

It is an approach that looks to align the strategy

dense market — and the decision to launch, grow

and impact of all the communications and brand

or fundraise here is an exciting and momentous

engagement — and the foundation of a successful

one. To stand out in this highly competitive market

U.S. market plan and the accelerant that will increase

requires an intentional and expert PR and strategic

profits, sales and valuations.

communications program that takes into account
America’s cultural nuances and opportunities, and
that can craft a story that both engages key audiences
and best positions the company in the marketplace,
building its reputation with customers, clients and
potential investors as well as influencers and validators.

Ready to break through?
We’d love to hear from you at shiftcomm.com/contact/
or directly to Alan Dunton, Managing Director Technology adunton@shiftcomm.com
and Reva Seth, Senior Advisor rseth@shiftcomm.com.
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About SHIFT Communications
SHIFT is an integrated communications firm that operates at the nexus of art and science to help
brands break through and thrive. We leverage data and analytics to engineer the who, what, when,
where and how behind programs. We harness deep human insights, empathy and expertise to craft
compelling narratives and campaigns that connect on a personal level, and then use advanced
targeting to get them in front of the people who matter most. Established in 2003, SHIFT is an
AVENIR GLOBAL company representing global brands and emerging category disruptors in the
technology, b2b, healthcare and consumer sectors. Learn more at shiftcomm.com

